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Google continues to reference 
expertise (the “E” in E-A-T) as one of 
the most important factors for 
producing high-quality content.



             is the 
criteria Google’s 
Quality Raters use 
to evaluate 
content, authors, 
& websites.



Want to learn SEO?

“Cultivate a reputation for expertise and 
trustworthiness in a specific area.”

“Expertise & authoritativeness
of a site increases its quality.”



Want to improve performance 
after a core update?

“Is this content written by an expert 
or enthusiast who demonstrably 
knows the topic well?”



Want to rank in Google News or 
Discover?

“Make sure you're regularly producing 
original news content that is high in 
expertise, authoritativeness,
and trustworthiness.”



Want to rank better after the 
Product Reviews Updates?

“Express expert knowledge about 
products, where appropriate.”



Want to avoid being hit by the 
Helpful Content Update?

Does your content clearly demonstrate first-hand 
expertise and a depth of knowledge (for example, 
expertise that comes from having actually used a 
product or service, or visiting a place)?



Want to avoid being hit by the 
Helpful Content Update?

Did you decide to enter some niche topic area 
without any real expertise, but instead mainly 
because you thought you'd get search traffic?



My theory: 

Google is getting better at 
algorithmically understanding which 

content is written by real experts. 



An information gain score… 
indicates “additional 
information included by a 
page beyond the information 
contained in other pages 
already presented to the user.”
- Bill Slawski
2020 Google Patent: 
Contextual Estimation of Link Information Gain

https://gofishdigital.com/blog/information-gain-scores/




How does this small tattoo shop website 
outrank Cosmopolitan, Byrdie, Good 
Housekeeping and Men’s Health?

(And how has it been holding this position for 6+ 
years?)





What if I told you that no one has touched this 
content since 2016?



Our SEO process (way back when)

1. I asked the expert questions
2. Transcribed the answers
3. Lightly optimized for SEO
4. Haven’t touched it since (6 years later)



My theory: 

Google knows the tattoo artist is an 
expert and the content offers a unique, 
expert perspective from someone with 

true experience in the field.



Winning sites using an
expert-focused content strategy



77%

130%

83%

13%

40%

19%

31%

16%

12%

* Sistrix visibility index changes – 
January through September 2022



https://www.lifewire.com/experts-5199429



#1 for “basement waterproofing”

Honest recommendations for 
how to work with a contractor

Includes FAQs

Explains the what, why and how 
with first-hand experience

Doesn’t link to external sites 
because he is the source

Clarity around expected costs 
with actual pricing

Written in collaboration with 
writer and expert (Bob Vila)



Explains methodology 
for selecting best 
products

Explains why the experts 
like it (or not)

Robust information 
about what to consider 

Company mission is to 
provide legitimate, 
unbiased reviews

#1 for “best ceiling-mounted projector”



#1 for “backpacking for women”

Written by one of REI’s outdoor 
instructors (a woman)

First-hand experience from 
woman to woman



Expert-focused local business success 
story:



Step-by-step guidance (earns the 
Featured Snippet)

Uses first-hand experience to back 
up claims

Author bio on every page

Unique images the company took 
themselves

Lays out honest pros and cons of 
each method

Highly qualified to write the article

Empathetic with the reader

#1 for “how to get rid of cockroaches”



Reach out to experts and ask if 
they will contribute to the article.

Link their name to a relevant page 
containing their bio information.

Don’t have experts on staff?



“With this update, you’ll see more results with 
unique, authentic information, so you’re more likely 
to read something you haven't seen before.”

Google’s Helpful Content Update



What have we seen from the 
Helpful Content Update so far?



What we expected



What’s actually 
happening



Google Starting with
Low-Hanging Fruit

Lyrics sites

Adult sites

Grammar sites

MP3 download sites

Low-quality affiliate sites

Product manuals (duplicate content)

Sites with copied code



Lyrics sites





Product manuals



Grammar sites





Remember: the HCU just started, and the 
“unhelpful content classifier” is still learning*!

*and now there’s a core update rolling out



And what about the Product 
Reviews Updates? 







4 PRUs with a new one on the way…
(…it was supposed to be this week)



Bad

EXPERTISE 
THERMOMETER



EXPERTISE 
THERMOMETER

Better



Best

EXPERTISE 
THERMOMETER



Tips for incorporating real expertise 
into your SEO strategy



Incorporate experts into your content strategy.



This could mean:

•Providing questionnaires to experts to 
inform content

•Transcribing expert video/audio interviews 
•Asking experts to review content



Make “personal branding for 
experts” part of your SEO strategy



Expert contributes content to site

Expert profile on site

Expert ranks for their name



Reach out to experts for content 
contributions when you don’t have any at 
your company.



Collecting expert contributions:

•Research their expertise to ensure they’re 
the best person for the job

•Offer links or other publicity
•Experts enjoy sharing their contributions 
(see next slide!)



Twitter Survey Results:




